
HOW TO WRITE AN OBITUARY NOTICE FOR A NEWSPAPER

To help you write a death notice or obituary, here are a number of templates. obituary, you can learn how to submit the
obituary to a newspaper or website.

Standard Information State the deceased's full name, as well as any nickname people may have known him by.
A unique soul, [Albert] was very [funny], and enjoyed [playing practical jokes on his friends]. It is also
important to remember that newspapers have deadlines. Please enter a valid distance. For example, local
newspapers will often charge by the word, so you need to set yourself a word limit. Photo Although you have
to pay an additional fee in order to include a photo of the deceased, it is a gentle reminder of the person you
love. Do mention significant contributions and recognitions, but if there are many, choose carefully and try to
encompass as many as you can in as few words as possible. If there are plans for a graveside service, include
the site, day, time and date. Ask about the fees, word count and other requirements needed before being able to
publish. This will cut you the hassle of countless editing and revision. She received [13 Grammy awards],
including one for [Lifetime Achievement]. Tip Include a picture of the deceased if the newspaper allows. You
may also see catholic obituary examples. Provider Type A funeral home or cemetery can provide you with all
the relevant information that is recognized in your specific locale, and will help assist you in preparing and
placing the obituary for your loved one in a timely and proper manner. Lastly, give thanks to any special
people, organizations or groups that were a big help to the deceased. Make sure that you confirm when your
obituary or death notice has to be submitted by. List family members who preceded him in death. Sometimes a
short prayer or a line from a poem is placed at the end. Many people wonder whether to give out the cause of
death in an obituary. Remember that the obituary of your loved one is in a sea of other obituaries and a photo
will help people easily recognize the deceased. An obituary can be published in a newspaper, online or in the
funeral program. Because of this, online obituaries have become more popular among the new generation.


